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The Compassioneer Pledge

One of the most crucial and perhaps even most critical steps towards be-

come a Compassioneer involves making the Compassioneer pledge.

 We know that living compassionately is key, especially when realising that 

health and happiness is based on many more things than just what or how 

much we eat, exercise and weigh. Living compassionately is also important 

when being able to accept, nurture and nourish ourselves in mind and body, 

so that we can truly love ourselves from the inside out. As a Compassion-

eer, these are the foundations of what makes a fulfilling life where we can 

flourish, thrive and reach our full potential. 

The Compassioneer Pledge is made up of 16 simple and actionable points, 

which each relate to one or more of the 10 key elements of Nourishing 

Routes - i.e. the factors we can develop in our lives to attain authentic happi-

ness and health. This means that they are evidence based and tailored to 

leading a more compassionate lifestyle, while also not being too specific so 

that you can practically relate them to your own personal circumstances 

and lifestyle. 
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By signing up to the Compassioneer pledge, you will be able to 

consciously acknowledge how important it is to pursue our goals for

 reasons that are based on our own values and beliefs while being able to

 become our authentic selves - rather than trying to please others, meet

 unrealistic  expectations of us or gain some form of external validation and 

approval. 

 The Compassioneer pledge is based on the idea that our journey towards 

leading a more compassionate lifestyle relies on the need to make a 
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When our goals are in alignment with what will bring us the most 

authentic happiness and wellbeing, then this is when the magic starts to 

happen. This is why I have developed a Compassioneer Pledge, which does 

not   revolve around meeting anyone else goals or expectations other than 

your own, while realising that the benefits of pursuing and reaching them 

will provide you with things that you fully deserve to experience. It also 

doesn’t involve  jumping onto he next diet or fitness fad or falling off the 

(imaginary) wagon.

Alternatively, you will realise that your own unique journey is about         

progress - not perfection. All we can do is aim to try our best with each of 

the 16 components of the pledge and remain open to the events and feelings 

that we will experience when pursuing them. 

By committing yourself to the Compassioneer Pledge, I can guarantee that 

this is one of the best decisions you will ever make in order to trust your     

inner compass so that you can put yourself back in the driving seat of your 

own life. If there was a ever a best time to take the pledge, then the time  

really is now. 
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As a Compassioneer, I pledge to:

1) Forgive myself if I have ever physically or emotionally abused my mind 

or body. I also Forgive myself if I have ever  physically or emotionally  

hurting someone else, and will forgive others who might have done the 

same to me

2) Accept, appreciate and love my body the way it is, while feeling      

grateful for all the amazing thing it can already do to help me function, 

keep me alive, and live a compassionate lifestyle

3) Not view food in black and white terms of ‘good’ or ‘bad, or make     

myself feel ashamed and guilty after eating certain types or amounts of 

food

4) Nourish my body in a loving way, where food symbolises enjoyment, 

culture, connecting with other and wanting to energise rather than deplete 

my mind and body
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5) Avoid punishing myself by starving myself or engaging in excessive 

and rigid forms of exercise or self-harming behaviours as a way to avoid 

not feeling ‘good enough’

6)  Spend more time for me, away from work or other commitments, while 

realising that this is important in order to relax, feel energised and            

release my emotions and create potential

7)  Fill my life with activities that I enjoy and can be passionate about

8)  Find ways of helping others, whether that be through regularly           

volunteering, supporting someone going through a difficult time, or         

eating in a way that minimises the exploitation of other humans and        

living beings

9)  Take time, where possible, to notice my own thoughts and feelings 

without negative judgement

10) Not engage in negative self-comparison with others, while instead    

realising that I am beautiful, good enough and worth of love in my own 

body - especially because I have my own unique personality and gifts to 

share with the world that no one else but myself can offer
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11) Know that I am worth much more than how much or what I eat, what, 

how much I weigh, the amount of physical activity I do, or my physical 

appearance. I know that real beauty and happiness grows from the        

inside out

12) Take time in my day to notice and feel grateful for all the beautiful and 

amazing things I already have in my life, no matter how small or         

simple they may seem

13) Set goals and act in ways that align with my beliefs and personal         

values, as opposed to doing these to meet some ideal standard or      

someone else’s expectations

14) Critically question messages I see or hear that make me initially think 

that I am not goof enough as I am, or that I need to be a certain weight 

or be more physically attractive in order to be worthy of love

15) Surround myself and make friends with individuals who make me      

realise that I am good enough and worthy of love just as I am, and also 

respect and support my personal beliefs, values and goals

16) Take whatever steps I can to live a more compassionate lifestyle and 

find my own Nourishing Routes to happiness, health and wellbeing
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I am Ready to Take

The Compassioneer Pledge

Name

Date                             

Signature  
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